Meet Charles Daly. His name first appeared on firearms around 1875 after he and partner August Shoverling began importing hardware, sporting goods and, eventually, firearms in New York City. Joined by Joseph Gales several years later, the company became known as Shoverling, Daly & Gales, a name the company would retain for quite some time. As the company continued to grow and prosper they decided to brand their firearms with an easily recognizable and memorable name and chose Charles Daly. From that day forward Charles Daly’s name would grace some of the finest firearms in the world.

Shoverling, Daly & Gales thrived through the late 19th and early 20th century while the Charles Daly name earned a reputation for excellence by importing great firearms from such companies as Schiller, Linder (perhaps some of the finest firearms ever made), later Heym and Sauer of Germany, J.W. Tolley of England, Newman of Belgium and Lefever Arms of New York. Charles Daly passed away unexpectedly in 1899, but the company continued under the partnership that by then included his son, Charles Howard Daly.

In 1939 the partnership sold the company. The new owners continued the tradition of importing fine firearms from around the world and marketing them under the Charles Daly name. Henry Modell, Sloan’s Sporting Goods, and Outdoor Sports Headquarters, have all laid claim to the Charles Daly name at one time or another while continuing to import excellent quality firearms under this brand. Over the years Beretta, Bernadelli, Garbi, Mitoku and many other well-known manufacturers have had their firearms imported and sold in the United States under the Charles Daly name.

Meet Charles Daly “The Shooting Sports Specialist.” The modern era of Charles Daly began in 1996 when K.B.I., Inc.’s President, Michael Kassnar, acquired the brand. Kassnar and his family had been involved in importing firearms from around the globe for more than half a century and had actually been supplying Outdoor Sports Headquarters with Charles Daly products from 1976 to 1985.

In keeping with the Charles Daly tradition of selling custom crafted firearms, K.B.I., Inc. began importing Italian and Spanish over-and-under and side-by-side shotguns and marketing them under the Charles Daly name. The line expanded with the inclusion of Charles Daly 1911 pistols and took off with the addition of a line of semi-automatic and pump action shotguns.

Today Charles Daly, “The Shooting Sports Specialist,” has become a marque name in the firearms industry by providing one of the most in-depth product lines including: Special-order-only Diamond and Diamond Regent over and under and side-by-side shotguns, representing the pinnacle of firearms artistry; a complete line of Empire, Superior and Field Grade shotguns in all imaginable actions, chamberings, gauges and barrel configurations; a remarkable selection of Mauser bolt action rifles, actions and barrelled actions, in a wide range of calibers with synthetic stocks and European walnut stocks; an impressive line of steel framed 1911 .45 ACP pistols and for 2003, the new Charles Daly M5 Polymer frame 1911 manufactured by Bal in Israel and the new Charles Daly HP 9mm semi-auto pistol manufactured in the USA.

Like the Charles Daly of old, Charles Daly®, The Shooting Sports Specialist®, is a growing innovative company that constantly adjusts to market dynamics. Charles Daly was one of the first to react to innovations in camouflage techniques and now offers Bill Jordan’s revolutionary High Definition camouflage patterns Advantage Timber® HD™ and Realtree Hardwoods® HD™ on the entire line of Field Grade semi-auto and pump action shotguns including the 3-1/2” chambered Maxi-Mag™ shotguns. This year look for the new Advantage® MAX-4™ HD™ wetlands pattern that will be available in 3 models, including a 3-1/2” Maxi-Mag pump, a 3” Field semi-auto and a 3-1/2” Maxi-Mag semi-auto.

In the future, Charles Daly®, The Shooting Sports Specialist®, will continue to look for new and pioneering products while improving and upgrading the current product line, all while keeping focused on the goal of providing custom crafted products at a competitive price.

Visit Charles Daly on the web at www.CharlesDaly.com and start receiving our monthly eNewsletter. You will be able to learn of product updates or changes to our product line in real-time. Visit a Charles Daly dealer and see for yourself the quality of construction that goes into each and every Charles Daly firearm. It’s quality backed by our prestigious Limited Lifetime Repair Policy; if you register your warranty and your firearm ever needs service, we pick it up, repair it and ship it back at no charge. We hope this catalog and our web site will help you in reaching a decision to purchase a Charles Daly product. When someone asks you what kind of gun that is, simply say, “It’s a Daly.”
Field Hunter UL-MC

- Ultralight forged aluminum receiver
- Supplied with 5 assorted multichokes
- 12 and 20 gauge, 26” barrels only

Field II Hunter

- Standard extractors
- Traditional fixed chokes
- 12, 16, 20, 28 and .410 gauge

Hunters wanting to step into the world of over & under shotguns would do well with the Charles Daly Field II Hunter. Classic appearance, with strength and reliability at an affordable price, the Field II Hunter features a hot forged color-case hardened action of chrome nickel steel. Hand fitted barrels bored from chrome-moly steel, internally chromed, honed and polished; perfect for the rigors of steel shot. Standard with gold plated single selective trigger and high gloss 16 LPI checkered European walnut stocks, a non-vented recoil pad and either extractors or selective automatic extractors, multichokes or fixed chokes round out this perfect package.

The Field II Hunter Ultralight features an action cut from forged aluminum and a split barrel vent making the 12 gauge Ultralight a full pound and half lighter, yet equally as strong as the Field II Hunter 12 gauge 26” barrel.

Take your waterfowl or upland bird hunting to the next step with a Charles Daly Field II Hunter.

Field II Hunter AE-MC

- Selective automatic extractors
- Supplied with 5 assorted multichokes
- 12 and 20 gauge

Field II Hunter 28 Gauge & .410 Gauge

- Standard extractors
- Traditional fixed chokes
- 26” barrels only

Field Hunter UL-MC

- Ultralight forged aluminum receiver
- Supplied with 5 assorted multichokes
- 12 and 20 gauge, 26” barrels only
Our 2nd generation Superior II Hunter and Superior II Sport over & unders are a big improvement over our 1st generation guns without any increase in cost. Superior II Hunter over & under shotguns now include a stylishly designed silver action of finely engraved scrollwork as well as four gold bird inlays; two ducks and two pheasants on the wing grace opposite sides of the receiver. Superior II Sport models feature gold inlays of clay birds in flight.

With a bold new look, the essential building blocks of our Superior remain unchanged. Actions are hot forged from a block of chrome nickel steel, heat treated for remarkable strength and hand matched to chrome-moly steel barrels. Internally honed, chromed and polished, these barrels are perfect for lead and steel shot. All Superior II over & under shotguns come with gold plated single selective triggers and automatic extractors. 12 and 20 gauge Superior II shotguns come with 5 interchangeable choke tubes.

The Superior Combination over & under rifle-shotgun features a smooth bore barrel on top with a rifled barrel below. The Superior Express features over & under rifled barrels. Both actions are built with the same strength of our shotguns from a solid block of high strength steel and feature double triggers and pistol grip stock in selected walnut.

The Charles Daly Superior II over & under shotgun and Superior Combination and Express Rifle are exceptional performers at reasonable prices.

**SUPERIOR II OVER & UNDERS**

- Four gold inlays: two pheasants & two ducks
- 5 multichokes in 12 & 20 ga.

**SUPERIOR II SPORT**

- Clay bird gold inlays
- Factory ported barrels
- 10mm wide ventilated rib
- 5 multichokes in 28" or 30" barrels
- 12 gauge only

**SUPERIOR II HUNTER AE-MC**

- Four gold inlays: two pheasants & two ducks
- 5 multichokes in 12 & 20 ga.
- AE-MC models
- Fixed chokes in 28 & .410 ga.

**SUPERIOR TRAP**

- High Trap 10mm wide ventilated rib
- Factory ported barrels
- 5 multichokes in 28" or 30" barrels

**SUPERIOR MC COMBO**

- New multichoke shotgun barrel with 3 choke tubes
- Dovetailed receiver for scope mounting
- 12 gauge over .22 Hornet, .223 Remington or .30-06

**SUPERIOR EXPRESS**

- Dovetailed receiver for scope mounting
- .30-06 Springfield only
The Empire II EDL Hunter AE-MC over & under has all the amenities the discriminating shotgun enthusiast looks for in an over & under shotgun. Extremely well balanced with exceptional point ability simplifying target acquisition, the EDL Hunter AE-MC is strength graced in beauty. The silver action features delicate scroll engraving and two gold inlaid hunting scenes. The subtleties of the action belie its great strength. Hot forged heat treated nickel steel mated to chrome-moly steel, internally honed and polished barrels graced by hi-gloss select European walnut stocks hand checkered to 20 LPI, the Empire II EDL Hunter AE-MC over & under is truly an exceptional shotgun to hold and behold.

Empire II Trap AE-MC combination sets are supplied with a 32" mono barrel and 30" over & under barrels in a beautiful plush lined / high impact plastic carrying case. The combo sets are supplied with five choke tubes and are available with or without fully adjustable combs.

Express Rifles and Combo guns round out the Empire grade. Like the Superior Combos and Express Rifles, the Empire grades are a pleasurable step up in aesthetics while maintaining the internal integrity of the firearm.

EMPIRE II EDL HUNTER AE-MC
- Receivers with richly engraved game scenes on full sideplates with nine gold inlays
- 10mm wide ventilated ribs
- 5 multichokes in 12 & 20 ga. AE-MC models, fixed chokes in 28 & .410 ga. AE models

EMPIRE AE-MC MONO TRAP
- With or without fully adjustable comb
- 3 multichokes in 32" or 30" factory ported barrels
- Available in combination sets with interchangeable O&U 30" barrels (See inset)
- Empire O&U Trap version available (Not pictured)

EMPIRE SPORT
- Factory ported barrels
- Wide 10mm ribs
- 5 multichokes
- Front fluorescent sight with brass mid-bead

EMPIRE COMBINATION
- Shotgun barrels with 3 multichokes
- Pistol grip buttstock with European cheekpiece (see inset)
- Dovetailed receiver for scope mounting
- 12 gauge over .22 Hornet, .223 Remington or .30-06

EMPIRE EXPRESS
- Pistol grip buttstock with Euro-Swept Bavarian cheekpiece
- Dovetailed receiver for scope mounting
- .30-06 only
Timeless appeal, classic styling and balanced performance are hallmarks of Charles Daly side by sides. These are truly graceful shotguns for the discriminating hunter. With the Field II, Superior and Empire grades, Charles Daly offers the perfect side by side whatever your budget will allow.

The Field II continues with the Charles Daly tradition of constantly improving our products and represents the 2nd generation of our Field Grade side by sides. These classic double guns feature Anson & Deeley actions, a receiver of chrome-moly steel with a beautiful color-case hardened finish and scroll engraving. Hi-gloss hand checkered European walnut pistol stocks and gold plated single selective triggers are standard. Selective automatic ejectors are found on the 12 and 20 gauges with standard extractors on the 28 and .410’s.

Superior Grade side by sides are a pleasing step-up. Fancier walnut stock and superior fit and finish combine to make these exceptional doubles. The actions and receivers are forged and milled from a solid block of hi-tensile steel, then heat treated after application of the elegant scroll engraving. The barrels are bored from special solid steel bars and brazed with silver alloy. Gold plated single non-selective triggers, extractors and hand checkered European walnut pistol buttstocks with splinter forends are standard features.

Daly Empire Grade side by sides are a step-up from the Superior Grade. Select walnut English buttstocks with splinter forends and automatic ejectors are standard. All hardware is silvered, including the top lever, safety and trigger guard. These features, along with the beautiful game scene engraving and same high quality construction as the Superior Grade, make these Empire doubles a superb choice for the discerning hunter.
Semi-autos are far and away the most popular shotguns in the market place, and Charles Daly’s semi-autos are capturing that market by offering an amazing array of configurations matching gauges, barrel lengths and finishes at an affordable price.

All Charles Daly semi-auto receivers are machined from solid bars of aluminum alloy creating a lightweight, yet exceptionally strong and versatile, shotgun that will handle both 2-3/4” and 3” shells reliably. Interchangeable barrels are machined from chrome-moly steel, guaranteed to withstand steel shot. VR-MC models feature ventilated ribs and come standard with 3 multichoke tubes. Slug models feature fully adjustable rifle sights and cylinder bores. Vented recoil pads are standard with every Charles Daly semi-auto shotgun.

Field Grade semi-autos are as versatile on the outside as they are strong on the inside. Utilizing the revolutionary HD imaging process from Bill Jordan, they are available in the all new Advantage MAX-4™ HD™ camo pattern as well as the cutting edge Advantage Timber® HD™, Realtree Hardwoods® HD™ or standard black synthetic. Now available in 12, 20 and 28 gauges, the Daly Field Grade is the perfect shotgun for every hunting situation.

**FIELD SLUG**
- 22” cylinder bored interchangeable barrel with fully adjustable rifle sights
- Black chrome weather resistant finish
- 12 gauge only

**FIELD HUNTER VR-MC REALTREE HARDWOODS® HD™**
- Factory applied full coverage camouflage
- 3 multichokes in 26", 28" or 29" barrels

**FIELD HUNTER VR-MC 20 GA. YOUTH**
- 20 ga. - 3 multichokes in 22", 26" or 28" barrels
- Youth buttstock with 15⁄8" shorter length of pull, upgradable to full size
- Lightweight aluminum receiver and synthetic stocks

**FIELD HUNTER VR-MC**
- 12 ga. - 3 multichokes in 28", 30" barrels
- Lightweight aluminum receiver and synthetic stocks

**FIELD HUNTER VR-MC ADVANTAGE TIMBER® HD™**
- Factory applied full coverage camouflage
- 12 ga. - 3 multichokes in 26", 28" or 29" barrels
- 20 ga. Full size & Youth models available

**FIELD HUNTER VR-MC ADVANTAGE MAX-4® HD™**
- Factory applied full coverage camouflage
- 12 ga. - 3 multichokes in 28" barrels

**FIELD HUNTER VR-MC 20 GA. & 28 GA.**
- 20 ga. - 3 multichokes in 22", 26" or 28" barrels
- 28 ga. - 3 multichokes in 26" barrels
- Lightweight aluminum receiver and synthetic stocks
New for 2003 Charles Daly 20 gauge Field Grade and Youth model pump action shotguns are available for the first time in Advantage Timber® HD™ adding to an incredible variety of choices for hunters.

Charles Daly pump action shotguns are the definition of affordable reliability and available in an amazing number of finishes, gauges, and barrel lengths. Like our semi-autos, our pump action shotguns feature receivers machined from blocks of aluminum making them extremely lightweight, incredibly strong and capable of handling 2-3/4" and 3" shells. The interchangeable barrels are bored from chrome-moly steel rods, internally honed and highly polished. Perfect for the use of steel shot that waterfowl hunters demand.

All Charles Daly pump shotguns come with recoil pads. VR-MC models come with 1 multichoke tube. Slug models feature fully adjustable rifle sights and cylinder bores.

**FIELD PUMPS**

**FIELD TACTICAL & FIELD SLUG ALL WEATHER**
- Tactical - 18 1/2" cylinder bored interchangeable barrel with fixed blade front sight
- Slug All Weather - Nickel plated with 18 1/2" cylinder bored interchangeable barrel with fully adjustable rifle sights

**FIELD HUNTER VR-MC REALTREE HARDWOODS® HD™**
- Factory applied full coverage camouflage
- 12 ga. - 3 multichokes in 24", 26" or 28" barrels
- 20 ga. Full size & Youth models available

**FIELD HUNTER VR-MC ADVANTAGE TIMBER® HD™**
- Factory applied full coverage camouflage
- 12 ga. - 3 multichokes in 24", 26" or 28" barrels
- 20 ga. Full size & Youth models available
Available in semi-auto or pump action, The Charles Daly® Maxi-Mag™ is the perfect special purpose shotgun for waterfowl or turkey and is a must to own for any hunter.

Specifically chambered for 3-1/2" shells and available in black synthetic, as well as the remarkable new High Definition camouflage patterns, the Charles Daly® Maxi-Mag™ shotguns are not just a modified version of our 3" field grade models, but designed from the ground up to safely handle the most powerful 3-1/2" loads. The interchangeable barrels made from chrome-moly steel are factory ported, internally honed and hi-polished, ready to withstand the rigors of steel shot loads.

All Charles Daly® Maxi-Mag™ semi-auto shotguns are so reliable we guarantee they’ll cycle with all 12 gauge loads from 2-3/4" 1-1/4 ounce of shot up to the most powerful 3-1/2" load. Maxi-Mag™ pumps will handle all 2-3/4", 3" and 3-1/2" loads.

New for 2003 is the Maxi-Mag™ Turkey package. This package gun is available in your choice of semi-auto or pump action; it comes completely masked in Advantage Timber® HD™ or Realtree Hardwoods® HD™ camo with 24" barrel topped with Hi-Viz® TomBuster® LitePipe sights, an external XX-Full ported turkey tube (semi-autos come with 3 additional choke tubes, pump shotguns come with one interchangeable choke tube), quick detachable sling swivels and a matching Uncle Mike’s® camo sling, all at a price you won’t believe is possible in a 3-1/2" chambered shotgun.

**Field Hunter MM VR-MC Semi-Auto**
- Multichoked in 24", 26" or 28" interchangeable barrels
- Lightweight aluminum alloy receiver and synthetic stocks
- Factory ported barrels

**Field Hunter MM VR-MC Pump**
- Multichoked in 24", 26" or 28" interchangeable barrels
- Lightweight aluminum alloy receiver and synthetic stocks
- Factory ported barrels

**Field Hunter MM VR-MC Advantage Timber® HD™ Pump**
- Factory applied full coverage camouflage in 24", 26" or 28" barrels
- Factory ported barrels

**Field Hunter MM VR-MC Advantage Max-4® HD™ Pump**
- Factory applied full coverage camouflage in 28" barrels
- Factory ported barrels

**Field Hunter MM VR-MC Advantage Hardwoods® HD™ Pump**
- Factory applied full coverage camouflage in 24", 26" or 28" barrels
- Factory ported barrels

**Field Hunter MM VR-MC Advantage Hardwoods® HD™ Turkey Package**
- Factory applied full coverage Realtree Hardwoods® HD™ or Advantage Timber® HD™ camouflage in 24" barrels
- Hi-Viz® TomBuster® LitePipe® sights
- Uncle Mike’s® matching camo padded nylon sling with quick detachable sling swivels
- External ported XX-Full turkey multi choke tube
- Factory ported barrels

**Field Hunter MM VR-MC Field Hunter MM VR-MC Advantage Max-4® HD™ Semi-Auto**
- Factory applied full coverage camouflage in 28" barrels
- Factory ported barrels
Charles Daly reaches new heights with the introduction of the next generation Superior II semi-auto shotguns. Superior II semi-autos offer the classic look of a beautiful high gloss select Turkish walnut stock mated with a hi-polished black receiver and barrel, all without a budget busting price tag. Our selection is complete with Hunter, Sport and Trap versions in many different gauges and barrel lengths.

All Superior II semi-auto receivers begin as solid blocks of aluminum and are machined on CNC equipment. Barrels are deep-hole drilled from chrome-moly steel, internally honed and polished.

Superior II Hunter models are available in 12 and 20 gauges with either 26” or 28” multi-choked barrels. Upland bird hunters will find our New 28 gauge is the perfect gun for quail. Clay bird shooters will appreciate that Superior II Trap and Sport models come with factory ported barrels, 10mm wide ventilated ribs, and brass mid-beads with red fluorescent front sights. Trap models also feature a Monte Carlo buttstock.

All Charles Daly Superior II semi-autos come with 3 multichoke tubes and are perfect for a day of shooting sports adventure.

**Superior II Hunter VR-MC 12 GA.**
- 3 multichokes in 26” or 28” factory ported interchangeable barrels
- Select Turkish walnut stocks

**Superior II Hunter VR-MC 20 GA.**
- 3 multichokes in 26” or 28” factory ported interchangeable barrels
- Select Turkish walnut stocks

**Superior II Sport**
- 12 ga. - 3 multichokes in 28” or 30” factory ported interchangeable barrels
- 10mm ventilated rib
- Mid-bead center sight and fluorescent bead front sight
- Select Turkish walnut stocks

**Superior II Hunter VR-MC 28 GA.**
- 3 external multichokes in 26” barrels
- Select Turkish walnut stocks

**Superior II Trap**
- 3 external multichokes in 28” or 32” factory ported interchangeabe barrels
- Wide 10mm ventilated rib
- Mid-bead center sight and fluorescent bead front sight
- Select Turkish walnut stocks with Monte Carlo comb
Exhibiting the finest European craftsmanship, The Charles Daly Mauser bolt action rifles are carefully designed and built to recapture the time honored features and performance of the classic Mauser model 98.

The receiver and bolt are finely machined from forged steel utilizing dual, opposed forward locking lugs as well as a third rear locking lug for unmatched strength and safety. Barrels are cold hammer forged using the finest chrome vanadium or stainless steels. Fully adjustable trigger, forged steel trigger guard, integral hinged forged steel floorplate and two position side safeties are all standard features.

Offered in both matte blue or matte stainless steel and featuring an all weather polymer stock with cheekpiece, recoil pad and sling swivel studs, the Daly Mauser is a rifle of uncompromising accuracy, reliability and durability, all at a competitive price.

**FIELD GRADE MAUSER SS**
- Matte finished stainless steel
- Drilled and tapped for riflescope mounting
- Offered in .22-250, 243, 25-06, 7mm Rem Mag and .300 Win Mag with a 22" barrel
- .30-06 with a 24" barrel

**FIELD GRADE MAUSER**
- Matte finished carbon steel
- Drilled and tapped for riflescope mounting
- Offered in .22-250, 243, 25-06, 7mm Rem Mag and .300 Win Mag with a 22" barrel
- .30-06 with a 24" barrel
Charles Daly Superior Grade Mauser bolt action rifles feature a highly polished blued barrel action with gold plated trigger fit to a high kaster, hand checkered select European walnut stock. All Superior Grade stocks feature a beautifully sculpted Monte Carlo comb and cheekpiece, contrasting forend tip and pistol grip cap with white line spacers, a custom recoil pad and sling swivel studs.

The receiver and bolt are finely machined from forged steel to utilize dual, opposed forward locking lugs as well as a third rear locking lug for unmatched strength and safety. Barrels are cold hammer forged using the finest chrome vanadium or stainless steels. Fully adjustable trigger, forged steel trigger guard, integral hinged forged steel floorplate and two-position side safeties are all standard features.

Constructed from the same first class materials as our Field Grade rifles, and chambered in a wide range of calibers from .22-250 to the big .458 Win Mag, the Charles Daly Superior Grade Mauser bolt action rifle is equipped and finished to satisfy the most discriminating hunter.

For southpaws, a true left handed version in .30-06 is also available.
Charles Daly Superior Grade Mini-Mauser rifles exhibit an equally high quality of fine European craftsmanship in a short “mini” action rifle. The Mini-Mauser actions employ a Sako-style extractor with a full-length bolt guide, while the remaining features match those of their full-size counterparts.

A cold hammer forged 20” barrel, gold plated trigger coupled with our Superior Grade stocks that feature a beautifully sculpted Monte Carlo comb and cheekpiece, contrasting pistol grip cap with white line spacers, a custom recoil pad and sling swivel studs, and you’ve got a beautifully finished rifle that brings new meaning to the words “short” action!

Available in .22 Hornet with a detachable box magazine or in .223 Rem, 7.62X39mm and .22-250 with a hinged floor plate, the Charles Daly Mini-Mauser is truly a short action rifle perfect for these great varmint calibers. For southpaws, a true left-handed version in .223 Remington is also available.

Superior Mini-Hornet
- 20” Precision cold hammer forged barrel
- .22 Hornet with 5 round detachable box magazine

Superior Mini-Mauser
- 20” Precision cold hammer forged barrel
- Drilled and tapped for riflescope mounting

Superior Mini-Mauser LH
- 20” Precision cold hammer forged barrel
- Drilled and tapped for riflescope mounting
When you’re ready to own a custom built rifle, make sure it is strong and reliable. Great gunsmiths know that there is nothing like building a custom rifle on a real Mauser 98 action. Charles Daly is pleased to offer these excellent actions and barreled actions to the custom rifle market.

All the finest features of the time tested Mauser 98 Bolt Action are incorporated and refined in the full-size actions. All internal parts are machined from forgings, including a one-piece steel trigger guard and hinged steel floorplate. The bolt handle and bolt are machined from one solid forging providing the utmost in strength. Refinements to the action include a two position positive sliding safety located on the side of the receiver and an adjustable trigger with a serrated blade face.

A full-length claw extractor provides controlled feeding plus positive extraction for excellent reliability, and dual opposed forward locking lugs provide strength and safety. The Mini-Mauser actions employ a Sako-style extractor with a full-length bolt guide, while the remaining features match those of their full-size counterparts.

These actions are offered in unfinished white chrome-nickel steel and matte stainless steel both drilled and tapped for scope mounts. Barreled actions are offered in numerous calibers in either chrome-nickel steel with a highly polished blued finish, in matte blue finish or in matte stainless steel. They feature cold hammer forged barrels made of the finest chrome vanadium and stainless steels, resulting in unrivaled repeatable accuracy and unmatched durability.

**Mauser Barreled Actions**
- Offered in .22-250, .243, .25-06, .270, .308, and .30-06 with a 22" barrel, 7mm Rem Mag, .300 Win Mag with a 24" barrel and .375 H&H and .458 Win Mag with a 26" barrel
- High polished blued carbon steel
- Drilled and tapped for riflescope mounting

**Mini-Mauser Barreled Actions**
- Offered in .22 Hornet with detachable box magazine or .223 Rem and 7.62 x 39 mm with hinged floorplate in a 20" barrel length
- High polished blued carbon steel
- Drilled and tapped for riflescope mounting

**Mauser SS Barreled Actions**
- Offered in .22-250, .243, .25-06, .270, .308, and .30-06 with a 22" barrel, 7mm Rem Mag, .300 Win Mag with a 24" barrel and .375 H&H and .458 Win Mag with a 26" barrel
- Matte stainless steel
- Drilled and tapped for riflescope mounting

**Mini-Mauser SS Barreled Actions**
- Offered in .22 Hornet with detachable box magazine or .223 Rem and 7.62 x 39 mm with hinged floorplate in a 20" barrel length
- Matte stainless steel
- Drilled and tapped for riflescope mounting

**Mauser Actions**
- Available in a magazine length of 2-7/8" with a .470 bolt face opening; a magazine length of 3-3/8" with a bolt face opening of either .400" or .532"; and a magazine length of 3-11/16" with a bolt face of .532"
- Offered in unfinished “in the white” carbon steel or stainless steel
- Drilled and tapped for riflescope mounting

**Mini-Mauser Actions**
- Available in a magazine length of 2-29/32" with a bolt face opening of .366”, or a magazine length of 2-3/16" with a bolt face opening of .463”
- Offered in unfinished “in the white” carbon steel or stainless steel
- Drilled and tapped for riflescope mounting
Made in the United States, the Daly HP is a single action 9MM pistol built from a time tested John Browning design that many firearm aficionados have called the best ever.

Incredibly accurate, reliable and made from the finest materials, the Daly HP comes with high luster blued steel frame and slide and is equipped with rubber grip panels, thumb safety and 10 round magazine. Target acquisition is simplified with the advanced XS express sight system set into front and rear dovetails.

Easy to shoot, easy on your wallet, the Daly HP is a welcome addition to the family of Charles Daly firearms.
There are an extraordinary amount of standard features in the Charles Daly Enhanced 1911 pistols. Loaded with enhancements that are found in pistols costing hundreds of dollars more, all models include an extended bi-rose beavertail grip safety, combat trigger, combat hammer, beveled magazine well, flared and lowered ejection port, dovetailed front and dovetailed rear sights, and hand checkered double diamond hardwood grips. The EFS and EMS models include snag-free low profile rear sights, an ambidextrous safety and the EFS has an extended slide release. The EFST comes with a fully adjustable rear sight. Two magazines are supplied with each 1911 pistol, along with a lockable high impact carrying case.

All Daly 1911 A-1 pistols are built from the finest steels on state of the art CNC machining equipment. Tolerances are extremely tight, insuring superb accuracy and function. Field Grade models are satin finished blued steel. From the EFS and EFST (5” barrel - 8 shot magazine), to the EMS (4” barrel - 8 shot magazine) to the ECS (3-1/2” barrel - 6 shot magazine), Daly Field 1911’s now come in every size you need. For competition or concealed carry, Daly has them all.

**FIELD EFST**

**FIELD ECS**

**FIELD EFS**

**FIELD EMS**

Bull Barrel (EMS & ECS)  
ECS – Contoured Thumb Safety  
Ambidextrous Safety (EFS & EMS)  
Extended Slide Release (EFS Only)

Hi-Rise Beavertail Grip Safety  
Beveled Magazine Well  
Ambidextrous Target Sights  
Front & Rear Downward Sights  
Rounded & Lowered Ejection Port
Like the Field Grade, the amount of standard features in the Empire Grade is remarkable. All Empire models are made from the finest stainless steel and feature an extended hi-rise beavertail grip safety, combat trigger, combat hammer, beveled magazine well, flared and lowered ejection port, dovetailed front and dovetailed rear sights and hand checkered double diamond hardwood grip. The EFS series adds an ambidextrous safety and an extended slide release; perfect for self-defense or IDPA competition. The EMS series includes an ambidextrous safety and the ECS series has a contoured left hand safety. The ECS, with its 3-1/2" barrel, is perfect for concealed carry. Two magazines are supplied with each pistol, along with a lockable high impact carrying case.

If you like the heat of competition without emptying your wallet then you’ll love the Charles Daly Enhanced Target 1911 A-1 Pistols. Available in a blued Field Grade model or an Empire stainless steel model, the Enhanced Target series is perfect for IDPA competition and a very serious self-defense weapon. Fully adjustable target sights are standard features of the Empire EFST.

The Empire Custom Match Target model (ECMT) is our top-of-the-line enhanced 1911 A-1. Constructed of 100% stainless steel, all flat surfaces are meticulously hand polished, bringing out the beauty of the stainless material. The final custom touches of a 20 LPI checkered frontstrap and 20 LPI checkered mainspring housing completes this remarkably affordable pistol.

All Charles Daly Target and Custom Match Target models are enhanced with standard features that include an extended hi-rise beavertail grip safety, ambidextrous safety, extended slide release, combat trigger, combat hammer, beveled magazine well, flared and lowered ejection port, dovetailed front sights, dovetailed fully adjustable rear target sights and hand checkered double diamond hardwood grip.

Be competitive with a Daly!
Charles Daly raises the bar for pistol shooters with the introduction of the Daly M-5 polymer framed 1911 A-1 by BUL. Built in Israel and using state-of-the-art production techniques, BUL manufactures its line of pistols to the highest standard of precision and quality you’ve come to expect from Charles Daly. Every gun is tested for function, accuracy and reliability. The M-5 stainless steel beaver-tail grip safeties are an advanced design lowering the pistol deeper into your hand, reducing muzzle flip and felt recoil. The raised contact pad with serrations insures a full activation and sure grip every time. With a rounded trigger-guard, the Daly M-5 is compatible with a wide range of holsters and accessories.

The Daly M-5 1911 A-1 pistol in Government, Commander, and IPSC models are now available in 9mm, .40S&W and .45ACP. Look for the Ultra X compact later this year. From the ultimate in concealed carry to an affordable IPSC gun, we are hundreds of dollars less than the competition.